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FOREWORD
A s the victory of the UnitedNationsdraws nearer,problems con2Vnected with the establishment and functioning of international
organizations will increasingly engage the attention of students of
international affairs.
The Royal Institute of International Affairs has been happy to
offer facilities for a study of what may be called the administrative
problems of international organization. The study has been under
taken by a group of persons, who, as former officials of the League
of Nations Secretariat, have'direct experience of how international
machinery works. Its object is to draw the practical lessons of that
experience.
Though primarily concerned with administration, the authors
of the study inevitably make certain assumptions regarding the
broader issues of policy on which administrative action depends.
For these, as for all the views expressed and proposals made, they
alone are responsible. The part of the Institute, in publishing their
report, is to help to crystallize and inform the public discussion of
these questions. Whatever may be the nature or form of post-war
international organizations, the men and women who will be called
upon to serve them will be faced with problems closely similar to
those examined in this report.
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I. INTRODUCTION
maintenance of peace and of conditions permitting a decent
life for the individual depends upon the policies of Govern
ments. If the lessons of recent years have been learned, those poli
cies will be governed by agreed principles of action in the fields of
security and of social and economic progress. When we contem
plate the vast scope of the agreements which Governments will have
to make on these all-important matters, and the great movements of
public opinion which must sustain them, the question of the rpachinery for carrying them out appears a minor matter. And so it is, but
though it is a small arc in the circle—opinion, policy, machinery—it
is an essential one. Without it the circle is broken, and action is in
efficient or uncertain.
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In domestic affairs even among the greatest States an inadequate
or out-of-date civil service may lead to unwarranted reactions
against desirable policies. In the field of international relations an
adequate machine is not less necessary.
An international organization, taken as a whole, normally con
sists of three parts: (a) the policy-making organ or organs—confer
ence, assembly, council, governing body, senate, or whatever else
it may be called—composed of the representatives of the states
which constitute the organization; (6) the committees which advise
the policy-making organs, especially on matters requiring technical
knowledge; and (c) the administrative machinery, that is to say the
agents directly employed by the organization, especially its perma
nent secretariat,1 which assists both the directing and the advisory
organs and is responsible for the execution of all decisions. It is with
the third organ that we are mainly concerned in this study, though
one chapter (Chapter II) relates to wider aspects of the inter
national framework.
Before discussing the nature of international machinery, the rela
tions between these three parts, and especially the exact functions
1 Terminology: “Secretariat” with a capital “S’* refers throughout this report
to the League of Nations Secretariat. Not capitalized “secretariat”, unless other
wise qualified, refers to the administrative branch of the new international
organization as an institution. “Service” refers to the working body of officials
in the secretariat. Similarly, “head of the secretariat” and “head of the service”
refer to the official whose position would be roughly analogous to that held by
the Secretary General of the League.
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°fXSty »elected primarily for their abilit.es as negoOrgMaA^ on foe technical aspects of the various problems
“L'dari« must be procured through permanent or ad hoc comor commissions. Their functions have two aspects When
^ matter for consideration is purely technical, and nat.or.aTv,ews
are ofminor importance, as in the case of many health pro
,
committee is merely advisory to the policy-making body; but when
national policies are integral to the problem, as in the case of inter
national control of civil aviation, it must also serve as a preliminary
* clearing-house of national views. These advisory bodies may be
regarded as a projection, on the one hand of governmental, on the
other of secretariat, machinery. They are the field of interaction be
tween the national and the international services. The efficiency of
the latter depends greatly on its ability to serve and profit by the
former. It cannot do their work itself, and if it tries to do so con

fusion and inefficiency will result.
There are certain important differences in the conditions under
which official machinery for international and for national action,
respectively, operates.
« In the first place it is implicit in a system based on agreements be
tween sovereign States that decisions by policy-making organs
require the concurrence of all their members except where otherwise
provided in the agreements themselves. It is true, that such excep
tions can be widely extended. It is true also that, where unanimity is
required, conclusions endorsed by majority votes at the earlier
stages of discussion are often accepted even by dissentient States
when the stage of final decision is reached. Nevertheless, until a
workable compromise in regard to the unanimity rule is achieved,
international administrative machinery will continue to have the
additional burden of trying to clear the ground for agreement in the
policy-making organs.
Secondly, while a national executive is capable of carrying out by
its own resources the work which the policy-making organ instructs
it to do, an international service has at its disposal no direct means
of action corresponding to the great body of national public ser-
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vanta, whose duty it is to give immediate effect to the decisions of
their Government. For the decisions of international bodies to have
a real effect on the lives of the peoples, national administrations
must implement them. To provide an international organisation
with extensive direct means of action, e.g. a police force directly
subordinate to it, raises administrative problems of a wholly dif
ferent order from those for which any comparable experience has
existed hitherto, though this does not mean that such problem»
could not be solved.
Thirdly, experts drawn from outside the ranks of the regular
staff play a great part in the preparation of international decisions.
The formulation and execution of policy on an international
scale require, therefore, a machine of a highly elastic character, capa
ble of being rapidly extended for special purposes, and of being re
duced again, without weakening the machine as a whole, when the
special activity is completed. A central and permanent secretariat
provides the necessary continuity and accumulation of experience
and knowledge; but the equally necessary power of expansion and
contraction depends on the collaboration of Governments.

These comparisons may help to explain the kind of work which
the official machine will be called on to perform, and the essential
nature of its action. It must of course be understood that the extent
and efficacy of that action depend on the existence of an adequate
measure of agreement between Governments. In war-time we see
international decisions of the most far-reaching character taken over
a vast range of strategic, political and economic subjects. In peace
time action of this scope and diversity cannot be taken so quickly.
Not only are the evil consequences of inaction much less obvious
and immediate, but more Countries have to be brought in. It is im
portant to realize that the willingness to allow two or three great
Powers to take decisions materially affecting the interests of other
associated nations does not exist in anything like the same degree in
peace as in war. However, it may be hoped that something of the
impetus of co-operation achieved by the United Nations to meet
the problems of war may be carried forward into the peace.
The work of an international secretariat may be said to have four
main aspects: (a) secretarial assistance for international meetings.
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Administration of the internal economy needs no comment here
except that it is more difficult for a secretariat composed of many
nationalities than for a national administration.
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fLetaiy General and to the I.L.O. Conference by the DireOor.
These provided the text of the chief debates m each body, andfurnished delegates with all the material they required for the discussion of past and future policy.
Special knowledge: Much of the service’s energy is devoted to the
study of technical and political problems for the use of the policy
making organs, advisory committees, special conferences,
governments, and the general public. As servant of many
Governments, it has unique opportunities of securing material
which is not easily, if at all, available elsewhere. It must develop
to the full the technique of collecting, analysing and using such
material.
Negotiation: Although this function may not officially be admitted
to belong to an international secretariat, it is of the very essence of
the work of the higher officials, and unless it is duly performed little
progress in international business, whether in the political or tech
nical sphere, is likely. Chairmen of committees, rapporteurs, and in
dividual delegates are no doubt the most effective negotiators in the
questions with which they are concerned. But they also require the
help and advice of the secretariat, as the only continuously operative

Practical discussion of the problems of international administra
tion will obviously centre round the experience of the League of
Nations, including the International Labour Office and the Registry
of the Permanent Court of International Justice as well as the Secre
tariat, since these alone were planned»and operated on a scale of
variety, importance and permanence in any way comparable to the
organization which we have in mind. The close inspection to which,
every part of their machinery was exposed invests them, moreover,
with a unique interest for this purpose.

The first question which must be asked—and the answer is fun
damental to the whole of our study—is' whether their twenty-year
experience shows that efficient international action on the service
plane is possible. A priori many people were inclined to doubt this
and to believe that anything like an international «vil service would
be hopelessly handicapped by the lack of a sufficient esprit de corps,
and that even if the necessary good will were present, the difficulty
of mutual understanding, the clash of traditional systems, and the
inequalities of administrative experience, would render the machine
inefficient.
. .
Without claiming perfection for the League’s administrative
machine, we submit that it has been decisively proved by experience
that these fears were unjustified and that if there is agreement on
policy an efficient international service can be organized to carry it
out. It would be easy to illustrate this point by many quotations
both from official statements of Governments and from unofficial
publications. We take one example from a recent book which Knot,
generally speaking, particularly favourable to the League: The
permanent Secretariat at Geneva functioned adn”ab^"n^r. *
secretary general and an efficient civil service... The Secretariat
believed in the League and served it with most efficient zeal.
* Hoover and Gibson, ProWonr if “ lasting P«™, New York, Doubleday,
Doran, 1942, pp. 154, 156.
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as part of the secretariat, a responsibility which they are
equipped to fulfil. But if an international service is properly in
structed either to execute a particular decision or to study a parti
cular question, or if it is performing a recognized routine of work,
the fact of it being internationally staffed is no handicap to its com
plete efficiency.
It is submitted that this conclusion is of great importance for the
peace-makers. It means that in all their planning they can take it for
granted that an efficient international administration can be set up
to carry out their plans, provided that in this field just as in the
greater field of policy, they on their side are prepared to create and
maintain the necessary conditions. What these conditions are, we
trv to consider in the present
nresent report.
reDort. They
Thev may
mav prove
Drove to in
inshall try
volve something of what is sometimes called “sacrifice,” i.e. some
change in the prestige and power of the national, civil services as
compared with the international service. This “sacrifice” however
would be amply repaid by the increased efficiency which the
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national services can derive from making use of the international
machine in appropriate ways. This fact was increasingly under
stood, in the case of the League Secretariat, by the national civil
services, which consequently came to give it a high degree of ap
proval and support.

II. THE GENERAL FRAMEWORK
Current discussion on future international organization abounds
with references to universalism, regionalism, joint functional
boards, the Four Powers, federations great and small, and to what
would in effect be a return to nineteenth-century balance of power.
Although the present study is concerned only with the relatively
restricted subject of the future international secretariat and the ad
ministrative problems which will arise in that connection, some
postulates must be laid down as to the nature of the organization
which the secretariat is designed to serve. It is clear that the League
of Nations Secretariat, for example, would have presented a funda
mentally different picture had the League been nothing more than
a co-ordinating body for several regionally organized blocs, or if
it had been entrusted with only security and political functions, on
the one hand, or, on the other, with only welfare and technical
functions.
Our first postulate is that the future international organization
will be based largely on the concept of sovereign States. Observation
of the actual strength of the feeling for national independence com
pels us to recognize that sovereign States are likely to remain, for as
long as we can plan now, the elements of international order or dis
order. The Atlantic Charter rests on this assumption, and the Four
Power Declaration of Moscow specifically affirms it. The actual
number of sovereign States in the world and, therefore, any alleged
dangers which may flow from the mere fact of their multiplicity will
be reduced if the advice sometimes tendered to some smaller States
to federate is accepted; but even so the general world picture would
not be radically changed. The immediate international issue will
consequently continue to be how to promote better co-operation
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Se whole attempt to organize security were abandoned
°
World-Wide interests could in no case remain unconcerned by a
threat to peace, nor could they in practice be included m two or
more different and unco-ordinat^d blocs. Nor could other States,
with perhaps a few exceptions, renounce all interest in the mainten
ance of peace outside their own area. These considerations apply
with equal force to economic relations and to the problems of world
rammiinications. If however they prove, as we believe, that an
¡ffective system of security must be organized in a world-wide
brm, this by no means excludes the possibility of regional arrangenents for defence within the framework of “a world institution
mbodying or representing the United Nations, and some day all
tions.”1
It is sometimes argued that regional organization is a first step
towards universal organization; but there is a danger of crystalliza
tion on regional lines which would create vested interests in region
alism, and thus obstruct further development. There are other and
1 Winston Churchill, broadcast, 21 March 1943.
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greater dangers. For isolationists, wherever found, regionalism is
attractive because it affords a pretext for indifference to what hap
pens outside the closed circle. Conversely it appeals to those who
believe in the Herrenvolk idea and seek to impose their will on
neighbouring States, since in this case too the closed circle favours
the application of their philosophy.
For certain classes of problems such as overland communications
and power projects, regional organization is desirable and inevit
able; but even here complete dissociation from a world-wide plan
would probably involve certain disadvantages. As regards political
problems, any formal or permanent regionalization is to be avoided;
but preliminary treatment of particular, local questions by an ad hoc
delegation of authority from the central organ to a regional agency
might on occasion be applied profitably. It would meet the indiffer
ence of small States to distant problems and their special interest in
affairs nearer at hand. At the same time the ultimate authority of the
central organ must be so clear that no opportunity is given for one
party in a dispute to obstruct or drag out the settlement by playing
upon a conflict of jurisdictions, as Italy utilized the imprecise posi
tion of the League’s authority ©M-d-cis the Council of Ambassadors
during the Corfu affair in 1923, or as both parties in the Chaco dis
pute used the existence of regional machinery to hamper or paralyse
League action. This does not mean that the consideration of a dis
pute by a regional body should be excluded any more than its con- •
sideration through ordinary diplomatic channels, if both parties pre
fer such procedure; but the right of either party to refer to the world
organization should at all times remain intact.
A world-wide system is thus the only answer to the otherwise in
soluble problem of overlapping regions and networks of regional
memberships. It seems most probable that in actual fact post-war
international organization will have this world-wide character,
starting with the United Nations—themselves drawn from all parts
of the world—and expanding rapidly to include neutral countries
and ultimately the ex-enemy countries.
Thirdly, it is assumed that the international organization will
cover both political and, for want of a better term, “welfare” ques
tions, economic, health, transport, labour, and other “technical”
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We have mentioned a number of international functions which
will require to be performed by appropriate organs whether temporary or permanent. But. . . if we are to avoid Internationa
economic anarchism, an anarchism which would be rendered
rather more than less dangerous by the existence of a number of
high-powered but headless international organs, means must be
found for co-ordinating their policies. Secondly, economic policy
must be correlated with political. Economic issues form a major
part of political life. All political action has economic effects.
Military security cannot be devised in an economic vacuum, nor
economic security in the face of the threat of war.8
The experience of the League confirms the importance of recog
nizing this connection. There were periods when only a small part
of its energies and machinery was required for major political prob
lems. Simultaneously, however, it was kept continuously occupied
Stale Bulletin, 12 June 1943.

EcoiiiXif n^t°" ^<WIDiFarr Peace Economy> Report of the Delegation on
Economic Depressions, Part I, League of Nations, May 1943, pp. 108-109.
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by the vigorous and conscious development of its welfare functions.

Had this not been so, political and security questions, when they did
arise, would have found the machinery for their treatment rusty at
best or even disintegrated, and the final breakdown should not cause
us to forget the historical truth that this machinery was frequently
used to good effect. Conversely, the agents of the League concerned
with welfare problems derived strength from their association with
a body which was political in character.
The considerable progress achieved by the League in its best days
was indeed largely due to the fact that it was occupied with the
whole gamut of international problems. It brought together for
collaboration in Geneva and elsewhere experts and delegates from
all over the world endowed with a great variety of experience. Re
presenting different nationalities and having one common interest—
the successful treatment of international problems—they helped to
create an atmosphere conducive to practical co-operation both
within and beyond the sphere of their immediate interests.
We are aware that this thesis of the organic connection between
the political and the welfare aspects of international life is not uni
versally accepted, and that there is a tendency in some quarters to
treat as secondary the need for an organized system of security,
while giving full support to the expansion of welfare organizations.
But in our belief experience shows that unless the two interests
mutually reinforce each other even more than did the political and
the technical activities of the League itself and the I.L.O., each is
likely to fail of its full effect.
This does not mean that, in our view, the only suitable method of
organizing international life after the war is to create at once a
unitary and highly integrated organization, complete in all
its parts. Some persons propose that future international
organization should be along the lines of joint agencies for
particular problems, based on those set up during the war by
the United Nations to deal with problems of raw materials,
shipping, production and distribution of food, and so on. They en
visage, perhaps correctly, an expansion of such aJ hoc agencies both
in their functions and in the number of participating Governments,
and foresee their development into a pattern of international bodies
.
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, ;h the continuous treatment of specific problems and
Xpiedrfrept«“'«5 rfthe Governments interested ■„ each
p Ofte piecemeal method of approach without reference to an

and economical to provide common legal mformattonal
Sating and other services for the various agences. Moreover ,t
seems inevitable that an annual assembly would be needed to con
sider the past performance of the several agences and to detemune
their budgets. It. would be cumbersome and inefficient to review
their work and“ determine their budgets separately. Thus although

there may be in existence, soon after the war, more or less separate
organizations dealing with such matters as labour, surface and air
transport, raw materials, currency, commodity allocation, food,
education, health, drug control, refugees, control of armaments and
security, as well as a court of justice, most of these would in our
view tend to become linked, sooner or later, in a general organiza
tion comprising at least a central secretariat and an annual assembly,
in which all participating States would be represented.
A review of budgets almost inevitably involves a review of policy,
and, given the wide range of subjects covered, an assembly for such
a purpose would tend to become a political and not merely a bud
getary or administrative body. Such a development seems to us not
only inevitable but altogether desirable. We would point out with
all the emphasis at our command that progress in welfare matters
can ultimately be secured only if peace is assured, and that the
primary and essential duty of any international organization must
be to check any tendency towards aggression and to prevent aggres
sion by force if need be.
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ofasecretanat for example, cannot be considered without reference
to the national composition of its staff. Some arbitrary classifica
tions are however necessary, and our study is accordingly divided
under the following broad headings: loyalties, national composition
and recruitment; directorate of the service; external relations; lan
guages; site of the organization; budget and financial problems.

IV.

LOYALTIES,

NATIONAL COMPOSITION AND
RECRUITMENT

No attribute is more essential for an international secretariat than
ability to gain and hold the confidence of member Governments and
of public opinion. The greater the political importance of the orga
nization, the more will its members demand as a condition of such
confidence that the secretariat should include some of their own
nationals. The Universal Postal Union, which has no political char
acter, employs a mere handful of officials, and supplies an essential
utility service for each of its members, is staffed nationally; and no
one questions the all-Swiss personnel policy which applies in this
case. The Pan-American Union, permanent organ of the Pan1 “National representation** refers, in this study, merely to the presence in the
service of nationals from a particular country, and does not mean representation
in the diplomatic sense of advocating national policies, which we hope to show is
inadmissable,
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Strict international loyalty from its employees or build on national
loyalties, reflecting within the administrative untt the inter-national
nature of the politically responsible body. The real dilemma is
closely connected with this: should the efficiency of candidates
receive priority over considerations of national distribution in the
appointment of personnel?
INTERNATIONAL LOYALTY

What is “international loyalty”? It is not the denationalized
loyalty of the man without a country. On the contrary, it is the con
viction that the highest interests of one’s own country are served
best by the promotion of security and welfare everywhere, and the
steadfast maintenance of that conviction without regard to changing
circumstances. It is breadth of international outlook, which a wellplaced observer aptly describes as “something quite different from
the attitude ridiculed by Canning as that of ‘a friend of every coun
try but his own’.” “The international outlook required of the inter
national civil servant is,” he continues, “an awareness made inLoülesnf Jrff3 K i°f thC need8’ emotions’ and prejudices of the
b ‘ A"“
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weighing these... elements in a judicial manner before reaching any /
decision to which they are relevant.”1
International loyalty is not, as some suppose, an unnatural or
artificial sentiment. Though it is only from the staff of the secre
tariat that it must be explicitly demanded, League experience shows
that it can also be developed quickly and indeed enthusiastically by
others who have no formal duty to do so. Countless private indi
viduals, journalists, experts, committee members and national
delegates felt strongly the pull of international loyalty and, so far as
their instructions allowed, gave devoted service to its cause.
The first Secretary General, when framing the scheme for the
organization of the League Secretariat, decided that strict inter
national loyalty2 should be demanded of the staff, thus discardingthe
principle of national loyalty which underlay the existing secretariat
of the Peace Conference and the Inter-Allied organizations. The
experiment worked well until the League became the direct object
first of subtle, then of open, sabotage. Whatever their final judge
ment of the League, observers agree that the concept of international
loyalty is practicable,3 and we can affirm on empirical evidence that
an administrationbasedonintemationalloyalty—totheorganization
in general and its secretariat in particular—can be highly efficient.
Experience shows that a spirit of international loyalty among
public servants can be maintained in practice. It shows also that
1 C. W. Jenks, Legal Adviser of the International Labour Office, Some Prob
lems of an International Civil Service, Public Administration Review, III, No. 2,
1943, p. 95.
2 Staff regulations were based on this premise throughout. “The officials of the
Secretariat of the League of Nations are exclusively international officials and
their duties are not national, but international. By accepting appointment, they
pledge themselves to discharge their functions and to regulate their conduct with
the interests of the League alone in view. They are subject to the authority of the
Secretary General, and are responsible to him in the exercise of their functions.
. . , They may not seek or receive instructions from any Government or other
authority external to the Secretariat of the League of Nations.” Staff Regulations,
1933, Article I.
8 The report of a special committee appointed by the Assembly to study the
organization of the major administrative organs of the League substantiates this
conclusion. Even those who submitted minority reports on other aspects agreed
that, “in the course of the last ten years, proof has been given over and over again
that it is possible to reckon on the existence of a body of good international officials, loyal to die League and ready to discharge faithfully the obligations which
they accepted on entering its service.” Report of the Committee of Inquiry (Com
mittee of Thirteen), Minutes of the Fourth Committee, Eleventh Assembly, 1930,
p. 295,
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. •
„-««.nization has been laid down it is
Before the task of the
Md composition of the high

the-p^iHe p«fo -

^service, created io, the purpose of being filled by »tals of par
ticular nationalities and thus satisfying the demands of the leading
Governments? In this form the question can only be answered
negatively, but plausible affirmative arguments have been heard in
the past and will undoubtedly be used in the future. Though
nationals of the smaller countries must be included, it is essential
that the secretariat’s higher directorate should contain nationals
of the major Powers, on whom the main responsibility for support
ing the organization will fall. Their presence is necessary, not in
order to champion the policies of their Governments this is in no
case admissible—but to explain the action or attitude of the secre
tariat to their Governments’ representatives and vice versa, with
that lack of reserve which is only possible between compatriots or
members of a common service. The head of the service or the direc
tor of a particular section is in a stronger position towards principal
member Governments if, at moments of difficulty, he can transmit
the secretariat viewpoint with the assistance of a colleague from the
country which needs persuasion or desires an explanation. More
over, the chief official requires an advisory body which is intimate
with conditions and traditions in the leading countries.
The presence of nationals from the leading States must however
be justified administratively, because as the value of appointments
for political reasons increases with rank, so also does the drag on
efficiency caused by the existence of otherwise unwarranted posts.
uming, then, that none but administratively necessary posts are
created, a number of the high ones should in practice be reserved for
certain nationalities. This does not mean that the major Powers
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should monopolize the higher positions, and vigilance should be
exercised to see that they do not. It does mean that there should be
nationals of all major Powers in the higher directorate, leaving room
for only a limited number of nationals of the smaller Powers.
How many of these higher advisory-administrative posts are ad
visable? Although the exact figure depends on the extent of the
work to be done and the number of major Powers whose co
operation is vital, it should be determined with an eye to the nation
ality of the administrative head and his deputy. There is much to be
said in favour of drawing the head of the service from one of the
smaller States, but on balance a national from a major Power is
desirable at the beginning. The head of the service is more likely to
have the valuable initial confidence and helpful understanding of at
least one major Government during the important formative years
if he himself comes from a large State. Moreover, he accepts a
special responsibility of impartiality and international loyalty, and a
national of a major Power may, as a general rule, be less exposed to
partisan pressure and better able to resist it.

The head of the service will need a deputy, and his freedom of
choiceafiould not be hampered in making the appointment. Political
considerations cannot be entirely disregarded in such a matter, but
if possible their effect should be limited to the enforcement of a wise
compromise between tbcreasons militating in favour of appointing
nationals of major or of smaller powers, respectively, to this and
other posts in the high directorate. In the first years, there might be
some advantage in respect of the authority and self-confidence of the
service, if both the top posts were heldby nationals of major rowers;
but there would be a danger, if this were done, of arousing the mis
trust of some of the lesser ones. If found practicable, the best solution
in the long run might be that one of the two chief officials should be
the national of a major, the other of a smaller Power. In any case, the
personal qualities of the men concerned must be the chief con
sideration.
The demands of major Powers for national representation in the
high directorate may have to be met by creating positions similar to
the posts of Under-Secretary General in the League Secretariat, the
secretariat being so organized that under-secretaries have definite
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D1B rons need not, indeed should not, be res-

work to do. These

powers> but the number of smaller

trictedto officials from the J* *
wiU depend on how
States which can be acco
?
required. In satisfying their
many under-sec«tanes
ntation they perform a politically
Governments desires
H
Qne important positive task is
important but nega
ghould be appointed with this in
advisory, and un
gervice must be vested with füll resmind, although
He should hear the advice and views
but, in «Ke in°«S s of good administration, he must not be bound by a system
rfeoilegiafe rule, such as was proposed by those who «shed to entreneh the position of the major Powers in the League Secretariat.Advisory functions are not enough to keep under-secretaries fully
occupied.
is much to be desired, it proves possible to appoint
only those who have exceptional ability in special fields, they should
be given direct administrative responsibility, either as working
directors of more or less self-contained sections, such as the legal
section, or as supervisors of two or three sections with inter
dependent activities. Experience has shown that they can fulfil a
constructive purpose in this manner. This could-no* be done, how
ever, in the case of an under-secretary appointed only for his ability
as a good figurehead; the result would be to impede efficiency and
cause dissatisfaction among the staff. Xor would it be fair to section
heads, experts in their respective fields, to be under the close super
vision of an official who knew comparatively little of the subject,
m anj oaoe, it
great importance that nothing in the status or
activities of the under-secretar.es should be allowed to undermine
the pos. ion of heads of sections vis-a-vis the head of the service
A special butdea falls on them, and they ought always to be able to

recourse or appeal to him. Thia point brings out a matte - of
XÄX“^the“,Ti0Du0f,hehigh“aPartfr-
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General was a frank compromise between political necessity and
administrative efficiency, and a proposal for their abolition was re
jected solely because it raised “too many political difficulties.”1 In
view of the growing interest in a functional approach to organiza
tion, however, posts of a similar character but carrying more res
ponsibility will probably be necessary. In that case, while the ques
tion of nationality will by no means lose its importance, special
emphasis would no doubt be placed on the technical ability and ex
perience of their prospective holders. It is conceivable that the cen
tral secretariat will only co-ordinate the programmes of several
autonomous agencies devoted to special tasks. The posts of under
secretary general as known in the past might then disappear, and the
directorates of the various agencies taken together might satisfy the
need for important positions for nationals of the major Powers, and
provide a number of responsibile positions to be held by nationals of
the smaller Powers. No hard and fast recommendation can be made
for such a situation, since it will result from more or less uncoo^dinated and, as it were, piecemeal development. The problem
must be met on its own merits as it arises.

The qualities which the head of the service should possess are not
easy to define/He should be young. Political or diplomatic experi
ence, but not necessarily great fame or eminence, is an advantage.
Above all, ability for administration in the broadest sense is impor
tant, implying a knowledgixqf when to be dynamic, to take the
initiative and to force an issue- when, at the other extreme, to be
content as a purely administrative official*, and when, on a middle
course, to be a moderator impartially smw^ng over diffic«1*“»»ft
catalytic ageqt in negotiation; (Many of the same considerations
will apply tb other members of the high directorate.) In a new orga
nization, it may well be that the only qualities which must under all
conditions be demanded of the director are those of common sense,
courage, integrity
tact.
The central and essential point is that the head of the service and
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gue Secretariat the existence of Under-Secretaries

1 Report of the Committee of Thirteen, be. cit., p. 299. The Committee recom
mended (unsuccessfully) that the posts of Under-Secretary General be made less
important by increasing their number to admit more representatives from smaller
states and abolishing the distinctions between Under-Secretane* and Directors
of sections in everything but title.
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^fj^Ooweverrarrirrdy the machinery be planned. Perfection of
Xf can help substantially, but only rf as much care is exer“d in selecting the proper people to run the machine as ra exer-

Cised in creating it; and only if the member Governments on their
side regard the secretariat, not as something outside their concern,
but as. their own servant, to be censured when at fault, but to be
supported and protected so long as it does its duty.

NOTE CONCERNING THE CHAIRMANSHIP OF THE MAIN POLITICAL ORGAN

A proposal has been made that the head of the service should be
entrusted with the additional duty of taking the chair at meetings of
the main political organ.
While there are clearly advantages, to which we will refer later,
to he gained from the appointment of a completely disinterested
chairman, we feel that as regards this particular proposal, they are
outweighed by the following disadvantages. The assumption of the
important duties of chairman would introduce a new factor into the
SCrvice’namely c°n^erableexperience
aLadv□d1tTit7.?r0Cedure- T\field * ^e
expressed the opinion that the headerf’JJrrowed>
have already
paratively young ¿2« K i• ?
Semce should be com"
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» national politics
7
than hlmseIf’ and of the highest rank
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political organ might lead public opinion to identify over-much the
international organization with a given personality.
These objections would not of course apply to the appointment
of a permanent chairman who was not the head of the service.
Theoretically there is much to be said in favour of such a scheme.
If the proper chairman is found, he will not be swayed by political
considerations. He need not consider the relations between
his own Government and the Governments represented round the
table.
There are however two conditions requisite for success. One con
cerns the chairman’s personal qualification!. He must be widely
respected in his own right and have a certain international standing;
and he must of course be free from any responsibility to, or depen
dence on, the Government of his own country. He should have ex
perience of diplomatic affairs, be accustomed to taking the chair, and
be free from violent prejudices.
The second condition, which is particularly germane to this
report, is that the delimitation of the duties ofsuch a chairman and of
those of the head of the service must be clear. The chairman should
consult with the head of the service before the meetings in order to
become familiar with the problems on the agenda, but he ought not
to be in a position to take separate action. Otherwise a conflict of
jurisdictions, if nothing more, would be likely to arise between the
chairman and the head of the service. Indeed this point might con
stitute in any case a serious danger.

However this may be, it is clear that it is likely to be difficult to
find such a chairman and though it may hardly fall within the
avowed scope of this report, we feel that it would not be improper
to record our view that the practice followed in respect of the Presi
dency of the Sessions of the Council of the League of Nations
worked, on the whole, well. The chairman for each regular Session
was chosen by rotation from among the members of the Council,
though if the country of which he was a delegate was specially in
terested in any particular problem on the agenda, a disinterested
delegate took his place as chairman during the discussion of that
particular item.

head of the service in his

VI. EXTERNAL RELATIONS
Still considering the broad question of how best to ensure the
requisite combination of efficiency in the secretariat and confidence
on the part of member States, we turn from internal organization to
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q» tta with the outeide force, on which the satisfactory
working ofa secretariat dependaia obviously Maential Itieoftheutmet X to the .endec .nd indi.pen.able for efficient operation
and mutual undemanding. Liaison ahould be an integral function of
the service itself, supplementing contacts maintained through
national delegates, whose position will be considered later. When
the head of the service or another high official calls for a report on
political developments or the state of opinion in a particular country, or needs to make contact with its competent authorities in order
to discuss some question affecting his work, it is most desirable that
he should be able to do this through a person who has an obligation
of loyalty to the secretariat—in other words through a member of
its staff, and, in most cases, a member who is also a national of the
country concerned. A description of liaison functions will show why
this is so.
A liaison agent must be in a position to report accurately on
currents of opinion in his country, and to describe the attitude of
his Government. Secondly, it is his duty to discuss concrete ques
tions with the appropriate authorities of his Government at' the request and on behalf of the head of the service, but not to discuss
concrete questions with the latter at the request and on behalf
rffo. Government He should, of course, explain his Governthem
international h v^lt
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possible, because this helps to keep the officials in personal touch
with conditions away from the centre.
These considerations lead to the conclusion that, subject to the
principle that adequate liaison must be established and maintained
with every member country, each official should be appointed for
some specified function, pZ«r liaison to be performed when called
upon. Undoubtedly, some will prove to be more gifted than others
for work of this kind, and will have correspondingly more of it to do.
raison work often requires special missions. On the other hand it
can often ho done during periods of leave; but it should not on that
«»count be regarded as im extra or a sideline of secondary impor-

advanta8® of the presence

I o sum up, the essential nature of liaison functions is that they

i agent is to

T pe„ mod for and 0,1 bel«lf of the head of the service. They
should be carried out as complementary to, but not less important
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her the following might briefly be said to be
divisions, one arrer me k
,
their respective tasks:

fought home » <ho general public if «b. W—«« secuo
Stored to rewrite officl reporte.

news department

This department would make available to the world press all matters
of neX value produced by various branches of the organization. It „
however a matter for discussion whether the almost exclusive official
method-^communiqués, verbatim records, official documents, and so
on—should be repeated. In certain circumstances, the publication of
communiqués and other official documents will still be desirable, but
experience has taught that often it tends to discourage instructive and
comprehensive publicity, which can be better obtained by giving this
department a freer hand in handling documents for their news value. It
might be advisable, therefore, to give a new information section a less
official position in the secretariat, with more character of a semi-official
body.
The transmission of news should also be handled in a different way.

The Information Section of the League, after having made the news
available to the press, left the selection for distribution entirely to the
press. As it happened, the principal newspapers of the world and the
leading press agencies each had its own correspondent in Geneva, and
under the pressure of competition the news was generally handled in such
a way as to over-emphasize purely political events and to relegate the
often not less important but more technical news to the background.
It would be worth while to suggest to the leading press agencies of the
world the desirability of establishing, at their own cost, at the seat of the
organization, a joint office, or perhaps even a collective agency for the
purpose of handling routine news. By thus pooling journalistic talent and
by staffing this agency with people specialized in international affairs, it
would be possible to reduce the cost of service and to obtain a more
ofpre^atation> without endangering the all-important freedom
oi the press. This would require, of course, close co-operation between
the news department and the joint office or agency Thus newsnXers
“muffi,e SsaSr 7°Sd
k 3n advan**ge to leave ’the haSdhng
on firat-class news and ° tlie Joult aSency> and concentrate themselves
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tent than wasTtadio Nations. A^p^^ and present them as much as
section sal j“gOn but in free and easy radiophonie style. CoSoeS onwith the various national broadcasting organizations could
P
a real forum for the discussion of international problems,
foSX for speeches by important statesmen,
for die mternauo^
exchange of cultural programmes. The station should also broadcas
regular news bulletins, but this part of the programme should behandled
by the collective news agency previously mentioned, and not by the
information section. Post-war wave lengths agreements should take into
account the special requirements of this station.
FILM DEPARTMENT
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The danger of any official or semi-official film department frequently is
a tendency to compete with the private film industry. This should be
avoided, especially with regard to expensive feature programme films,
and the film department should specialize in two forms of activities: news
reels and documentaries. The unit should, moreover, co-operate as much
as possible with private firms which produce these two types of films.
Documentation should be devoted particularly to non-political activities
of the organization. They should not be released only for theatrical dis
tribution, but also for use in schools and meetings and for the illustration
of lectures. The unit should not limit its activities to events at the seat of
the organization. On the contrary, a cameraman should accompany all
important missions and attend all meetings abroad. Distribution for the
general public should remain entirely in private hands.
PICTURE DEPARTMENT

This department should have various duties. It should provide illus
trations for articles, pamphlets and books of the publications department
and photographic material for the press, material for exhibitions and pic
torial publicity of different types, such as posters, lantern slides, etc.
_

. EXHIBITION AND LECTURING DEPARTMENT

show^dethinenC,lOf the

Pavilion at

New York World’s Fair

showed that, with expert assistance and freedom of expression inter
nauonal organrzations and their work can lend themself ,?à
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CONCLUSIONS

ready as a rule, to accept the decision of the majority, so that the
bud£t met with little opposition when it came before the full
Assembly, and such opposition was not carried to the extent of a
dissenting vote. We venture no recommendations on this subject
because it impinges on the whole problem of unanimity, which is
essentially a political one.
Finally, we would emphasize how important it is that, whether
by the provision of adequate reserves, or by other methods, the head
of the administration should actually receive 100 per cent of the
funds voted for a given year. Failure to achieve this object, in addi
tion to the restrictive effect on the work of the organization, will tend
to upset the balance between the functions of the administrative
head and the treasurer. The treasurer, naturally concerned to avoid
a deficit, will be forced to question the necessity of carrying out in
full the various authorized objects of expenditure. The head of the
service should of course ultimately determine the choice to be made
but nevertheless a danger may arise that in times of financial stress
the treasurer may be driven through the force of circumstances to
take in fact, if not in form, decisions affecting matters of general
policy.
The reader may be surprised that we have devoted so much space
to the financial aspects of the future international organization.
Experience has shown, however, that attitudes and decisions in this
field have a greater influence on the working of the organization as
a whole than could have been anticipated, or than the relatively
modest sums involved might appear to warrant.

We have tried, on the basis of experience, to anticipate, and to
corfZll
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agencies are created, they will of necessity be co-ordinated by some
sort of central organization, even if this co-ordmation should at
first be only on the financial plane.
.
.
Good administration can make an essential contribution to the
success of the new organization. It will, for example, help to create
an atmosphere which is conducive to the loyalty of international
officials; it will attract able persons to service in the secretariat,
ensure the maintenance of good working relations with the national
civil services, and reduce considerably the difficulties of collecting
members’ contribution quotas. But it must never be forgotten that
the guarantee of success lies ultimately in the hands of the peoples—
of individual men and women exercising through constitutional
processes their will ungrudgingly to use and support the organiza
tion. It will be of vital importance to have the best possible machinery; but the quality of the machinery does not and cannot offer an

1

adequate substitute for the will to use it.
APPENDIX

SUGGESTIONS BY A. PELT FOR THE ORGANIZATION OF A
SECRETARIAT INFORMATION SECTION
The Information Section of the League Secretariat, as organized in
the years 1919 and 1920, corresponded to the then existing state of public
opinion in the world and to the technical development of the world press.
The newspapers and the news agencies were the principal instruments for
the collection, transmission and distribution of news and for the expres
sion of public opinion. The film was still in its infancy as a medium of
visual news, and it had hardly begun to play a part as documentary
evidence of current events. The radio was still a technical toy in the hands
of amateurs. The picture press, although highly developed as an illus
trator of events, was not yet considered an equal partner to the news
papers.
It was therefore natural that the Information Section should consist
mainly of publicists and journalists, although it contained, perhaps, too
many political writers and not enough specialists capable of producing
books, pamphlets and magazine articles on various League activities, par
ticularly those of a technical nature.
After twenty years of experience, during the course of which the
various means of presenting information have undergone a tremendous
development, an information section would have to be conceived accor
dingly. It would be insufficient to start again with a staff consisting
mainly of political journalists. This type of journalist will be indispens
able, but also, and on the same level of importance, the section should
contain radio commentators, film experts, press photographers, exhibi-
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SPECIAL PROBLEMS
„arntxrflohs describe certain special problems
'
experience and ere likely ,o occur i„
wnicn am oc
international organization.
”^Uague budget wee voted at the beginning of October, it,
fecal year beginning in the following January, io make this pos.
aibie the Secretary General’s estimates had to be laid before the
Supervisory Commission in time to be considered by it and dis
patched to all members early in June, otherwise the more distant
members would not have had time to submit them to the salutary
process of examination by the competent officials and by the legis
lature, before giving the necessary instructions to their delega
tions. In these circumstances, Section heads were required to draw
up their estimates for the following fiscal year at least nine months
in advance; such estimates could in some cases only be based on
guess-work, and in most cases could hardly be exact. Air communi
cations after the war will undoubtedly lessen this difficulty by sav
ing, in the case of distant members, at least two months of the time
previously required. It may also be possible to reduce the interval
between the final adoption of the budget and the fiscal year to which
it applies. But in any case the budget estimates of the international
organization will have to be drawn up more in advance of the fiscal
year than in the case of national budgets, and than is convenient for
close budgeting.
A farther problem is that of providing for requirements which
, ..

•

«nnot be foreseen in advance. The financial regulations of the
k«gue did not permit inclusion in the estimates of unallocated
m,"8“1 “
di8Cretion of »mpetent officials to
XT.TT T,'e budget must of “>“* be so drawn up as to
□itu™
kn°W “d apProve “ ad™*“
ex
penditure, to winch they contribute; but it is essential to provide a
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argin for unforeseen events, since it is unlikely that the inter

national organisation can discover any practicable method of secur- .
ing supplementary votes—the expedient to which national trea
ties resort in parallel circumstances. One device (which-however
runs contrary to the orthodox theory of budgetary control) is to
rob Peter to pay Paul by transferring funds available under one
approved heading to meet emergencies under another. The better
plan is to provide special appropriations in the budget to cover un
foreseen needs. Whether this is done by allotting a lump sum, by
adding a fixed percentage to the approved budget of each section or
agency, or by authorizing the head of the service to borrow within
fixed limits, is not important from the point of view of the service.
What is important is that the service should be able to meet emer- \
gencies without having to provide for them by the unsatisfactory
and probably inadequate expedient of over-estimating known re
quirements: Governments of member States will probably demand
more control for such expenditures than is provided by a post-audit.
This can be secured by stipulating that approval must be obtained
from a body similar to the Supervisory Commission of the League
of Nations for extraordinary administrative expenditures or a body
similar to the Council for expenditures arising from political emer
gencies.
Another special problem is the possible effect of a minority vote
when the budget is finally adopted. Under the unanimity rule of the
Covenant a single adverse vote might have been interpreted as des
troying the legal basis on which members could be asked to pay
their contributions for the ensuing year. This problem could be
dealt with by providing that the budget of the future organization
could be legally adopted by a vote which was less than unanimous,
e.g. a vote of the majority of the members present provided that the
units of contribution payable by the assenting members amounted
to more than half the total. Alternatively, there could be a gentle
man’s agreement among the members to consider themselves bound
to pay their contributions in spite of the legal effect of an adverse
vote. It should be noted that in the Budget Committee of the As
sembly there were keen debates on the estimates, which were often
pressed to a vote. The minority, however, showed themselves
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ThJ cooperations bring into the open two principles which
in our view should be folly and frankly recognized in any new asso
ciation of nations. First, the ruling organs should actively promote
and facilitate the co-operation of all the members. Secondly, the
accidents of geography which impose on some members a great
relative disadvantage should as far as possible be compensated.
Another way in which budgetary restriction led to inequities was

through the limitations it imposed on the size of the Secretariat.
Apart from the fact that certain activities were hampered by in
sufficiency of staff, many members had no nationals in its ranks. In
1932, out of a total membership of fifty-five States, seventeen had
no nationals among the higher officials. Fourteen States had only
one. Had a spirit of liberality prevailed, much wider representation
could have been achieved, without contravening the principles laid
down in Chapter IV concerning the problem of maximum effi
ciency and maximum representation. As it was, the appointment
of even one additional higher official became a major budgetary
consideration.
6
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gates of expenditure.
ALLOCATION OF EXPENSES

We now turn to the questions involved in the actual payment of
contributions by the member States. These are of course the same,
whether budget policy be expansive or restrictive. From the point
TW °f thC mternational secretariat, they have two main aspects:
(i) the allocation of expenses and (ii) the collection of quotas.
To draw up and apply a satisfactory schedule for the allocation of
expenses between a large number of States, is no easy task. At
Geneva it occupied many hours of discussion both among experts
and among delegates. The amounts involved were often very small;
but this hardly affected the difficulty, or indeed the importance, of
the problem, since it involved principles of equity. Governments
naturally compared their quotas with those of other members of
similar economic position. Occasionally political rather than financial arguments were involved. In any case, any Government which
felt it had a case for reduction, was persistent in pressing its claim»
Article 6 of the Covenant originally provided that the “expenses
of the Secretariat shall be borne by the Members of the League in
accordance with the apportionment of the expenses of the Inter
national Bureau of the Universal Postal Union.” This was at once
found to be a completely unsatisfactory basis; and the need for re
form was so evident that a new formula, based on “capacity to pay”
was applied by consent even before it was possible to put through
the amendment to the Covenant required to make it legally water
tight.
Capacity to pay was determined primarily by national Govern-
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which might have been averted by making it as easy as possible for
all members to be fully represented.
Again, the financial rules of the League laid upon host Govern
ments the extra expenses of holding conferences or other meetings,

including those of the Council, elsewhere than in Geneva. This dis
couraged invitations for such meetings which, otherwise, would
have been frequent and which, when they did occur, proved of
value to all concerned. In the early years of the League, peripatetic
activity was much more frequent than later; and budgetary restric
tion was the principal reason why it was abandoned.1 When the
work, of international co-operation is resumed, the international
organization must move about and be seen.
This correlation between broad contact with the international
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organization, on the one hand, and continued interest in its work, on

and” Xpert.; whereas the delegations of dtstant members were

the other, is of vital importance. A qualified observer who was in

usually not only few in number, but consisted for the most part, not

Geneva from the beginning of the League until 1940 has laid stress

of persons who played a part in national politics, but of diplomats

on this point, as well as on the concomitant inequity of unpaid ex

posted in Paris, London, Berlin, Rome or Berne, and of permanent

penses for delegates:

delegates to the League. This disparity was undoubtedly due in
part to the fact that Governments had to pay the cost of sending
delegates. Partly, of course, it wag due to indifference; and here

again we find a vicious circle of the same type as described in the
last paragraph—indifference resulting from lack of contact, lack
of contact resulting from indifference—which it is of the highest
importance to break. The fact that expenses of delegates to InterAmerican Conferences are paid by their respective Governments is
no analogy, because these Conferences move from one capital to
another, equalizing in the long run not only the expenses involved
but also opportunities for close contact.
The Assembly did most of its work, and took most of its decisions,
in its s« mam committees, on which every delegation was entitled
° 8^.

a ^legation was small and had few or no technical experts,

w if its members were appointed merely because of propinquity to

If all the non-European countries had known that the travelling
expenses of three delegates2 would be paid, there would have
been no lack of persons applying for the position, and the fact of
being appointed would have indicated that the delegate was not
Without influence at home. Thus we should have had every year
three people coming from each country and going back to it, in
stead of diplomats from Paris or London who rarely went home,
and whose coming to the Assembly did little to strengthen the
position of the League in their own countries. Experience shows
that when a man did come and serve on the Assembly once or
twice, he could, in most cases, be relied on, when he got back to
his own country, to be a friend and supporter of the League. As
years went by, there would have grown up in every capital a
group of former delegates, and during the years of crisis of the
League, the weight of their opinion might have been very impor
tant. Of course, this would not really be an addition to the cost of
membership of the League as a whole, but simply a redistribu-
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1 Cf. Resolution adopted by the Assembly in 1922, recommending that, “in
view of the necessity of realizing economies... the Council should always hold its
sessions at Geneva, except in the case of absolutely exceptional circumstances.
. .
Records of the Third Assembly, Plenary Meetings, I, p. 373.
2 The Covenant provides for three official representatives.
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no?'aí a rule be desirable to employ them for liaison work. They
Should be staffed only partly by local people, and there should be
interchange of personnel between them and the centre so as to
maintain dose association. If however the new system is more
regional in its structure than was the League, or if its organization
is based on several more or less autonomous functional bodies with
widely separated seats, branch offices will assume a position for
which there is no comparable experience on which to found recom
mendations.

VII. LANGUAGES
Nothing in the way of international practice is more difficult to
change, once it is established, than the use of selected languages as
“official.” In the League the official languages were English and
French. In Assembly, Council and Committee every statement
made in French was, with only occasional exceptions, forthwith
™X'CEnglish hy one of the League's interpreters, and
ZX Anv t ¡>C“,nentS,Were iSSUCd simu‘taneously in both IanFrench or EnirdfU-Tk1”8 * speech *” • language other than
t.XXfo^tCl,lleW“alWay’enti,kdto^had himself
Ptov.de for lte ,nten,rctation
one rf

languages
^3
guages, a League interpreter then giving the rendering, into the
other.
Obviously, order and regularity in the conduct of international
business require that every international organization adopt a clear
rule, not too easily changed, in the matter of the language or lan
guages to be officially employed. The first question is whether two
are necessary. The use of two languages is in many ways a drag on
efficiency. It prolongs the duration of meetings. It delays the issue
of documents, especially when, as in the League, they must be
equally valid texts, compared together and issued simultaneously.
And it is a considerable additional expense.
It is often urged that a single language be selected as the recog
nized vehicle of international discussion. It may be that after a long
period of time one language will assert itself as unmistakably the
world language, but as things are, neither English nor French nor
any other language can by itself provide the means by which all dele
gates to an international conference may understand one another.
It is therefore incumbent upon an international organization to
offer to delegates at its own charge a choice between at least two
languages. Moreover, though the use of two languages delays the
proceedings, there are compensations even from the point of view
of efficiency.

The tempo of an international meeting can never be as rapid as
when all have a perfect understanding of the language used. Many
a delegate catches up during the interpretation on a point which he
missed in the original speech—for a large number of delegates know
something of both languages but not quite enough of either. More
over, while the cool impersonal voice of the interpreter increases the
tedium of a lifeless debate, it softens those dialectical asperities
which in international affairs are even more dangerous than they are
delightful. More important still, the use of two languages is a con
stant reminder of the obstinate diversity, as between different
peoples, not only of the words which they speak but of their under
lying assumptions and habits of thought, the impatient forgetfulness
of which brings so many good international intentions to grief.
It would obviously be desirable, on general grounds, if the
organization could offer a wide choice of official languages. Of
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controversial questions may be discussed between them and junior
members of the service. To guard against this, the necessary proto
col should be developed, and a list of responsible officials who are
available for the discussion of such questions should be prepared for
the use of delegates. It should^however be the responsibility of
members of the staff, not ofthe delegates, to avoid unauthorized dis-

NATI0NAL MACHINERY FOR HANDLING RELATIONS WITH THE
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION

National machinery for dealing with the central organization is
obviously the exclusive concern of member Governments, but it is
not their exclusive interest. It is responsible for one end of a two-way
traffic and affects the smoothness of operations at the centre. Its
form will vaiy in each case according to the type of national Govern
ment, and will depend largely* on the intensity of relations with the
centra organization. The best forms, however, will have certain
common,^aracterist^
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The most satisfactory arrangement for dealing with League
affairs was probably that evolved by the French The «SeX
d-Or,3'
k
division,jftheQ,"
d Oraay, ranking with the geographical divisions. It was primarily
an administrative office for correlating the views of the various
mmistaes and technical departments, receiving official communica
tions from the League, including the Permanent Court and the
International Labour Office, and drafting outgoing communiestions. The head of the Service, however, was frequently in a position
to act in an advisory capacity on political matters by virtue of his
experience of, and close contact with, all League affairs. The success
of the Service depended largely on his ability to work well with other
interested departments and to secure the co-operation of technical
experts who attended League committees and conferences.

Delegates to conferences and members of committees reported to
the Service before leaving Paris and on returning. They were in
constant contact with it while in Geneva, and its representatives
often accompanied them as advisers. French members of the
Council and the Assembly were also in close contact with the
Service, whose head usually attended meetings of the Assembly as
an assistant delegate and as secretary-general of the delegation.
The “Service français’ ’ was larger than other national offices for
League affairs. It was organized internally into sections, correspond-
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To minjmize impolitic leakages, therefore,
S^infonnation which can properly be made public, an
Xfconluni,uishould.be prepared atthe dose of eachprivate
meeting and released immediately at a press conference at which the
chairman or secretary is available for explanations and off-therecord remarks. The success of such a policy depends not only on
the co-operation of the press but also on that of delegates, e.g. by
making a practice of holding international rather than national press
conferences. The press, on its side, should be prepared to exercise
self-discipline, and its willingness to do so will be in direct propor
tion to the facilities it enjoys in carrying out its legitimate functions.
Another duty of an information section might be in connection
with any international press, radio and analogous agreements. It
seems possible that, without in any way violating the all-important
principle of the freedom of the press, some unofficial agreements
might be reached among those concerned to ensure that their great
influence should be employed on the side of international under
standing, and to mitigate that unrestrained violence of controversy
which h^ made the maintenance of such understanding unnecessan y
ult in the past, The information section might be called
upon to provide, or assist, the secretariat of any bureau or commis-
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rfon setup by such agreements, which might be regional, or universal, or both.
PERMANENT NATIONAL DELEGATIONS

A very large number of Governments maintained permanent
delegations in Geneva. They were variously organized, some having
relatively large staffs, others having only one or two officers still
others comprising a single diplomatic or consular representative
who devoted only a part of his time to League affairs. However
organized, the maintenance of permanent delegations is on balance
a desirable practice in spite of certain possible disadvantages.
There may be an inclination on the part of some Governments to
use their permanent delegates to represent them at important meet
ings of the political organ instead of sending key figures, such as
their Foreign Ministers. The danger of secondary representation
because of the existence of permanent delegations should not, how
ever, prove very serious. Experience shows that the great majority
of Governments, in deciding whether or not to send apodal dele
gations, will be guided (a) by their desire to play a creditable part
in the general activities of international life and (6) by their interest
in the problems for discussion, not by the fact that they have or have
not a permanent delegation at the centre.
A more serious danger is the tendency to use permanent dele
gates as Jacks-of-all-trades to sit on numerous technical committees
about whose work they know practically nothing, nationality being
their only qualification. In Geneva this practice satisfied an under
standable desire for at least nominal participation, but it was a bar
rier to effective and informed participation. This danger, like that
mentioned above, will be reduced by air transport. But in many
borderline cases the expense of sending special delegations may
continue as in the past to be a deciding factor. This point will be
considered in the last chapter.
Despite the potential misuse of permanent delegations, there are
advantages which make it advisable to encourage their maintenance
by all members. They provide a constant and mutually beneficial
contact at the centre between Governments and the organization.
Even as between member States, they may establish relations which
supplement those of ordinary diplomacy. They may in the course of
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it ultimately to control events. This will be as necessary in the inter
national as in the national sphere.
An information section, therefore, should not only serve the
press, but also utilize all the other modern techniques of public
instruction. It must seek to render interesting the undramatic as
well as the dramatic aspects of international life. It must cater to the
most varied public—the farmer in Nebraska, the shopkeeper in
Lyons, the tractor-driver in a Soviet rural community. How this
can best be done will vary from case to case, but it must be done in a
manner which is attractive and easily understandable to each group
of readers, listeners or motion picture audiences.
The section should assist the regular news services and provide
ample opportunity for reporters and editors to get both spot news
and routine news. At the same time, it should carefully avoid creat
ing the impression that press releases when used are official gospel.
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provision of official records and documentary material for the
specialist there is much more scope for initiative in reaching the
pubhc to-day than when the information section of the League was
setup. This is particularly the case in the fieldofvisuai education by
means of films and exhibitions, which can be used to supplement
pamphlets, lectures, and radio broadcasts.
In all the activities of the section, special care must be taken not
to incur the charge of propagandizing in the odious sense of the
term. Praise should be left to Governments and to people unconnec
ted with the service. The line between propaganda and straightfor
ward description is difficult to draw, particularly so for an inter
national service, because an international organization, unlike a
national Government, has no direct facilities for replying to criticism
in periods when the political organ is not in session. The burden
falls naturally on the service, which must, for example, explain the
reasons for a hard-fought decision so impartially as not to prejudice
the position of those who opposed it and may hope some time to
reverse it. At this point straight news releases and descriptive pub
lication must give way to explanation by responsible officials; and
the latter must always bear in mind that suspicion of partisanship
can quickly damage goodwill and understanding which it has taken
a long time to build up.
To produce the best results, the section should be as independent
as possible of “official” direction, within the obvious limits of accu
racy and of loyalty to the basic principles and policy of the organiza
tion. At the same time it must work closely with each of the other
sections in order to maintain a satisfactory link between them and
the public. It is also advisable that the staff of the section should not
be kept overlong at the centre, and that fresh workers should be
brought in periodically to ensure a constant familiarity with trends
and feelings in the various countries. Finally, although political
journalists will necessarily constitute part of the staff, full use
should be made of people with first-hand experience in education,
photography, films, broadcasting, and in the study of public
opinion.
Press facilities at special meetings and conferences are of particu
lar importance. Although the press should be assisted as much as
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• at.n„ exhibition, but that no exhibition, whether fixed or of the smaller
travelling type, produces its full value unless visitors are entertained by
lectures and films. This does not mean that exhibitions and lectures are
inseparable; on the contrary, on many occasions it will be useful to send
lecturers on tours without exhibition material. On other occasions, lec
turers will find it useful to have films or slides at their disposal. In any
case an information section should have a sub-division of lecturers and
exhibition experts co-operating closely with, and supported by, the film
and picture departments.
To be successful, a modem information section should have, as already
pointed out, a less official and formal character than did the L-eague
Information Section. Not only would it require a more varied staff, but
many of its staff should not be permanent. Most of the members of the
League Information Section, several of whom remained in the service for
more than ten or twelve years, finished by losing touch with the world of
publicity. In the future, therefore, a proportion of the staff should be
recruited for short periods of not longer than from three to five years on
the basis, when possible, of exchange arrangements with newspapers,
press agencies and broadcasting organizations.

The most desirable relationship between the information section and
the rest of the secretariat is not easy to define. Much will depend on the
freedom which high officials of the organization will be prepared to grant
to such a section. If each word written by the information section be con
sidered as official, the new section, even when ideally organised will
never become a live organism. If, on the other hand, it be recognized that
active publicity can only be successfully handled by men enjoying freedom
of expression, an information section may become one of the most potent
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